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Dear reader,
 
Vision is one of our most important senses and supportive
measures play a crucial role. The eye is a very complex organ and
eye health encompasses various aspects with as many factors
that can influence our sight. Obviously, ageing is one of theageing is one of the
factors that can impact visionfactors that can impact vision but other aspects like long workinglong working
hours in front of digital screenshours in front of digital screens can influence a balanced organ.

 
 

Especially during the current pandemicpandemic
situation,situation, the time working and
connecting with colleagues and friends
virtually is constantly rising virtually is constantly rising with an
increase of people suffering from
bothersome symptoms bothersome symptoms like the ones from
dry eyes.

The patented and clinically studied ingredient MaquiBright® might be the perfect fit for your next eye health perfect fit for your next eye health
supplementsupplement. MaquiBright® is a standardized extract of the unique Patagonian maqui berry. You have not heard
about this maqui berry before? Have a look and watch this short video.
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MaquiBright® protects photoreceptor cells
from light induced cell death.

MaquiBright® restores healthy tear fluid
generation

Comfortable and safe alternative to artificial
tears
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